
K’S JOURNEY HAS BEEN LONG AND DANGEROUS. SHE LOST HER
CHILDREN, WAS ABUSED AND THREATENED WITH DEATH IN HER HOME
COUNTRY. OVER 70 AND HOMELESS, SHE HAD BEEN REFUSED
IMMIGRATION STATUS BEFORE COMING TO THE DAY CENTRE. THE LAW
CENTRE HELPED HER APPEAL AND SUPPORTED HER THROUGH A
GRUELLING COURT APPEARANCE AND LENGTHY BUT ULTIMATELY
SUCCESSFUL DECISION PERIOD. NOW SUFFERING FROM A SEVERE
ILLNESS, WE CONTINUE TO SUPPORT HER IN ACHIEVING INDEPENDENCE.
SHE STILL SPEAKS OUT AGAINST VIOLENCE AS VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE
CONGOLESE WOMEN’S SUPPORT GROUP AND HER EXPERIENCES HAVE
NOT ALTERED HER POSITIVE ATTITUDE, FAITH AND HOPE.

REPORT
ANNUAL

2018 
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Kite-making at the Peckham Festival
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Who we are
● Pauline Nandoo, 

Co-ordinator (full-time)
● Judith Ahikire, 

Administrator
● Bettina Dreier, 

Day Centre Leader
● Peter Williams, 

Day Centre Leader
● Vanessa Sutherland, 

Play Leader
● Olabisi Taiwo, 

Mental Health Development Worker
● Nina Zdrzenicke, ASRP volunteer

Trustees
● Gillian Reeve, Chair
● Hassan Kamara, Treasurer
● Sallie Barnes
● Gay Barry
● Mary Boley
● Tod Heyda
● Sally Inman
● Jane Kelly
● Ajoke S. Ojji
● John Rhodes
● Andy Roberts
● Rosemary Shaw
● Simon Taylor

We operate through 3 Day Centres:
● Copleston Centre, Copleston Road, SE15 4AN, open Tuesdays, 12.30-5.00pm
● Peckham Park Baptist Church, 121 Peckham Park Rd, SE15 6SX, 

open Wednesdays, 11.00am-2.45pm
● St Mary Newington, Kennington Park Road, SE11 4JQ, open Thursdays, 1.00-5.00pm
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Co-ordinator’s report

At SDCAS, people receive support
directly or are referred to other
agencies. But for this to happen, we
could not be more appreciative of the
fact that local volunteers and agencies
help with the integration process for
hundreds of people each year. We also
have the good fortune to maintain a
steady hardworking team to run the
service.

Our drop-in centres act as an important
reference point for those seeking
asylum, supporting diverse communities
from various crisis points across the
world. The bigger picture according to
UNHCR’s 2017 Global Trends (June 2018)
is that there were 121,837 refugees and
40,365 asylum seekers living in the UK
in 2017. Out of a UK total population of
66.02 million that year, this country
hosted 2.45 refugees per 1,000
habitants – or 1 in 408 of the
population. 

This was the year when Southwark
began the difficult process of hosting a
small number of the Syrian families to
the borough as part of the overall
commitment by the UK to accept
20,000 families by 2020 from refugee
camps. Some of the families were able
to attend our English classes,
storytelling and gardening sessions, use
our advice service, and socialise over a
hot meal. We look forward to
welcoming more families to the area
over the coming years.

New opportunities arose to develop our
service as discussions were opened with
volunteers to set up a new client
database system. We also began to
explore early action approaches within
our work to reduce crisis. New
partnerships were formed throughout
the year. Our longstanding connections
with Citizens Advice Bermondsey, Guy’s
and St Thomas’ Heath Inclusion Team,
and Southwark Law Centre continued to
grow. We also succeeded in relocating
our services in Kennington to cater for
those based in the north of the
borough. 

These are just a few of our
achievements and our thanks go out to
everyone involved. Our main challenges
are to do with various resourcing
constraints to manage demand and
deliver holistic services.

Pauline Nandoo, Co-ordinator

Annual Report 2018

Pauline speaking at an event for Southwark
refugee support agencies
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Chair’s report

Looking back over the past year it is
amazing to count up the number and
range of people who have been involved
with the organisation from different
perspectives and backgrounds. At the
Tuesday and Wednesday sessions
anything between 50 and 90 people can
be welcomed with - particularly on
Wednesdays in holiday time - many
children. Sessions on Thursdays at St
Mary Kennington are steadily increasing
in numbers and include a women’s
group in the mornings.

On Tuesdays and Wednesdays, English
classes are very popular and there is now
a Tuesday morning session. For many,
this is an important step to getting on
accredited courses and gaining access to
further study or employment. Funding
continues to come from a variety of
sources involving again a variety of

people. On the second Saturday of each
month, the monthly Book Sale held at
the Copleston Centre offers excellent
coffee and cakes. This creates a real
“coffee culture” and is much appreciated
by a steadily rising number of people.

Clients still come on Tuesdays from
Barry House (a Home Office dispersal
unit) as this is in walking distance. On
Wednesdays the gardening session at
Peckham is very popular, particularly in
the warmer weather and the vegetables
are appreciated by the cook. We are
very grateful to Southwark Council for
continuing to contribute to “Core”
funds and we have received some very
generous donations. Needless to say,
completing grant applications is a
constant task.

Staff and volunteers do an amazing job
and volunteers come from a wide
variety of backgrounds, bringing a

Southwark Day Centre for Asylum Seekers

wealth of experiences to the project. An
additional activity on Tuesdays this past
year has been storytelling, using
passages from literature enabling
clients to focus on their own issues.

This last year, the “Friends” Scheme has
increased in numbers and contributes a
valuable source of income to our
budget. All of them receive a copy of
our Newsletter which the ARSP full time
volunteer spends time editing and
producing.

Many different faces and names and
many memories, but it is however the
resilience of our clients from around the
world who demonstrate their
commitment to making our world a
better place that makes it all
worthwhile.

Gillian Reeve, Chair
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Introduction to SDCAS

We achieve:
● In 2018 there were over 5,500 visits to

our Day Centres by nearly 1,100 people.
● They came from more than 16

countries of origin and from
throughout Southwark (and
sometimes beyond).

● We provided support at a cost of less
than £184,000. In the following pages
you can read about our achievements
and the help we offer.

The Southwark Day Centre for Asylum
Seekers has worked since 1996 to
support refugees and asylum seekers in
our borough, to ensure they are properly
advised on their rights, they are able to
learn the skills to integrate into our
community, and are protected from
destitution. Many of our clients are
highly vulnerable, living on an allowance
of just over £5 a day for food and
clothing, socially isolated, separated
from family and friends, often
traumatised by past horrors, and facing
a protracted and uncertain process to
gain asylum in this country. Even those
granted the right to remain often
struggle to acquire the skills and
confidence to live independently in this
country. It is these challenges that
SDCAS exists to support and
increasingly we, working closely with the
network of other local charities, are the
last resort for the care the community
used to offer but no longer does.

We offer:
● practical help such as a hot meal,

clothing, the opportunity to socialise
with others in a warm and welcoming
space;

● welfare and health support both
physically and mentally;

● advice and advocacy, typically on
immigration, benefits and housing
issues (signposting our clients to
partner organisations as shown on
page 13 where specialist input is
needed) so our clients and their
families have food and shelter and
can understand and access their
rights;

● skills training and confidence building
to speed their integration into life in
the UK.

We thank:
● Our committed staff and over 

40 local volunteers who explain
their work on page 12.

● Our hard-working partners and
patrons shown on page 13.

● The generous organisations and
individuals who fund us and work
to raise funds for us who tell
their story on page 14.
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So who are our clients, why do they
come to SDCAS and how do we help
them? The number of visits to our day
centres and our client numbers both
rose again last year. 

Nearly 1,100 people sought help from
SDCAS last year and between them they
made over 5,500 visits (though it would
be wrong to assume an average of 5
visits each – in reality many asylum
seekers are transient and are quickly
dispersed around the UK, while other
clients are regular visitors).

The majority of people still come to
SDCAS for immigration advice. But as a
proportion of total queries, demand for
housing/homelessness and health advice
both doubled last year (housing is now
30% of our work compared to 15% in

4

What we achieved in 2018

2017, and health issues
are now 11%), while
benefits queries fell from
35% to 12% of our total
casework. Other issues
include language support,
financial hardship and
family matters.

Southwark Day Centre for Asylum Seekers

Our clients come from a wide range of
countries of origin. A quarter are now
from Iran, followed by Nigeria,
Afghanistan and Iraq. The ‘other’
category includes participants from
Uganda, Pakistan and Albania. As in
recent years, slightly more female than
male participants used our services
(54%/46%).Areas of

Need (%)

Asylum &
Immigration – 44%

Housing &
Homelessness – 30%

Other –
1%

Benefits – 12%

Health – 11%

Education – 2%

Country of Origin (%)

Iran
Nigeria
Afghanistan
Iraq
Ivory Coast
Syria
Ethiopia
Eritrea
Mali
Sudan
Other

15

25

1010

8

6

6

5
4 3

8
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cancel his Employment Support
Allowance. We applied for financial
relief from another charity on his
behalf and continued to support him
through his successful appeal against
DWP’s decision. 

As the family’s remain period came
due, we signposted them to advisors
who helped them apply for indefinite
leave to remain to secure a permanent
right to stay in the UK. SDCAS
continues to help the family develop
their full potential, including providing
educational advice for their son and
more generally supporting their
integration into local society.

Many client families have multiple needs ...
R, his wife and son, arrived in the UK a
few years ago and were granted
temporary leave to remain in the UK.
Seeking to live near friends in
Southwark as the family has both
physical and mental health issues,
they came to us at SDCAS.

When they were refused Council
accommodation, the family rented
privately all they could afford - one
room, with shared facilities – and
their life was very pressured. However
with SDCAS help permanent secure
housing was offered 2 years later.

SDCAS signposted R to expert welfare
advice when DWP decided later to

5
Annual Report 2018

Immigration
Status (%) Asylum

Seeker – 45%

Refugee 
– 32%

Limited Leave 
to Remain – 9%

Migrant – 14%

The majority of participants (45%) are
asylum seekers with pending asylum
cases. Those with status (41% last year)
continue to use our services until they
become more integrated and gain
unlimited right to remain. We also see
some migrants who are particularly
vulnerable to health, domestic abuse,
and other concerns.
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for a final Home Office decision and
most lawyers had given up trying – not
so for the lawyers at the Southwark Law
Centre and Gary at Citizens Advice.

We would like to thank all volunteers
and partner agencies for making the
advice sessions what they are and we
would also like to thank all those client
volunteers for interpreting when needed
as without them we would not get 
very far.6

Universal Credit blogs for clients who
might not have access to the internet
and might not be computer literate but
are expected to check their ‘blog’ every
other day. Several clients have been
faced with rent arrears and even
eviction notices through no fault of
their own.

The exciting days are when there is a
breakthrough and somebody has been
housed or a complicated benefit issue
has been resolved. At times we
celebrate those events with tea parties
or at least a cake…

With the help of Citizens Advice and the
Southwark Law Centre many clients have
been given new hope in form of a fresh
asylum claim or even a positive decision
from the Home Office.

It is not unusual that a client might
have been waiting for 10 years or more

Southwark Day Centre for Asylum Seekers

What we do: advice and advocacy

Day Centre Leader Bettina and friend celebrating 
a little bit of nature in the city

Staff and volunteers usually assist with
welfare, immigration, education and
health queries. It entails a lot of form
filling and waiting on the phone while
trying to speak to the DWP or Migrant
Help for example. It can get complicated
at times, especially when dealing with

The women’s group at St Mary Kennington
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We opened at St Mary’s in Kennington
in May for clients with multiple and
complex issues particularly relating to
benefits, immigration and hardship
grant applications. We also offered art
therapy.

Since early 2018, thanks to
engagement work funded by United
St Saviours Trust, we have also
attracted clients from the surrounding
neighbourhoods (Kennington,
Stockwell, Lambeth, Walworth and
Bermondsey). 

We are extremely lucky in our
dedicated and knowledgeable team of
volunteers and a Southwark Citizens
Advice outreach worker for complex

issues around debt, housing and
benefits. We provided a women’s
group overseen by the Lewisham
Refugee and Migrant Network and
more generally our clients use the
centre as social space to chat with
friends and play board games, where
we offer a friendly and sympathetic
listening ear to those seeking relief
from the trials of daily lives.

We have good relations with the
Church of St Mary Newington and are
grateful for their support. As time
goes on we are expanding our
connections with the neighbouring
community, in terms of our client
base, volunteering team and with local
groups, organisations and businesses.

St Mary’s Day Centre

Having fun while the grown-ups talk to advisors

So when I got here I was so happy because immediately I saw
someone who said ‘just come in, just come in’.  So I filled in the
form, advice, lunch.  They sat me down and said ‘its ok, someone
will attend to you now’. The friendliness of this community!“ “
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What we do: support and welfare

advice and care such as health check-
ups and health promotion, they
facilitate access to other primary health
services, and make referrals to
counselling services and other relevant
organisations. They also facilitate access
to language support for clients with
language barriers which can hinder
them from getting the right care. 

Yvonne says “We see 10-15 people each
session. They can be struggling to get
medical appointments and prescriptions.
Our work aims to strengthen their
ability to cope with often very stressful
lives as well as aiming to address their
specific medical needs.”

Southwark Day Centre for Asylum Seekers

A hot and healthy meal is a vital part
of supporting our clients. SDCAS’s
two volunteer cooks at Peckham Park
Road, for example, produce food for
50-70 people on Wednesdays with
separate hot dishes for meat eaters
and vegetarians, salad and a pudding
or fresh fruit. Much of the food is
donated by Fareshare who email each
week the list of what they can
provide which the cooks then
supplement as needed by buying in
food locally. It takes around 3 hours
to prepare and cook the meal and
another few hours to clear the large
piles of washing up. Any leftovers are
offered to clients without cooking
facilities for their evening meal.

Social activity is a key part of staying
well, alongside the equally basic needs
of a hot meal, clothing, toiletries, food
supplies, and a welcoming environment.
The Day Centre provides all of these
things and some of our services – our
kitchen, creche, art therapy – are
described on these pages. 

Many of our clients have complex
health needs, both physical and mental,
caused by past traumas, current
stresses and living conditions. We are
enormously grateful for the
contribution of the Guy’s and St
Thomas’ Health Inclusion Team who
visit our Day Centre on Wednesdays to
provide confidential healthcare advice,
advocacy and support to clients. 

Yvonne (nurse) and Karima (case worker)
from the team offer a holistic health
assessment where they identify clients’
needs, they provide health, maternity

Lunch at the Day Centre
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For the first part of the year, 1-1
therapy sessions were provided at
the Day Centres 2 days per week by
psychotherapist and social worker,
Pat. Some excellent outcomes were
achieved in addressing the emotional
and psychological needs of asylum
seekers and refugees. Sadly, funding
for this post came to an end but
volunteer Terry, with expertise in
managing anxiety and stress and in
working with post-traumatic stress
disorder, has helpfully stepped in on
a temporary basis. 

Psychotherapy

The therapeutic art group at the
Copleston Centre uses basic art
materials such as charcoal, paints, oil
pastels, collage and sometimes clay.
The group is not run like a lesson or
recreational activity, rather the art
materials provide clients with an
expressive mode of communication. 

This is a reflective, non-judgemental
space but the process and product of
art connects and heals; people who
might otherwise sit in their own
ethnic groups or wait silently for

advice instead share materials and
stories, praising one another’s work
and there is a lot of laughter too. 

Clay workshops are a new addition to
our Wednesday Day Centre, held
either in the church hall or in the
garden depending on the weather. All
the workshops are drop-in, available to
all ages and skill levels and have
proved popular with young and old
alike.  Participants are encouraged to
develop their own ideas and given the
technical support to do so.

Art therapy and clay workshops 

You can eat hot food here, I socialise and I have friendships here. I
feel like I have security here. When I come here, I am more relaxed.
This is the only place I feel safe.“

“
I want the centre to survive and to help others in the future. You see because
if I had come and this centre didn’t exist I cannot imagine what my life would
be. I want it to continue, to help people in the future because when you are
alone many things go through your head, if the centre wasn’t here you
wouldn’t know what to do

“ “
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What we do: skills and confidence

now face, and a determination to find a
way to build a full life for themselves
and their families in the UK. These short
accounts show how volunteers share

their skills at the Day Centre in ways
that help our visitors feel a sense of
belonging and gain the self-confidence
to realise the hopes that led them to
see a safer future here.

ESOL (English language) class size
ranges from 3-10 people. The range of
abilities and needs is large. Some clients
are relatively new to English and benefit
from one-to-one learning of basic sight

Southwark Day Centre for Asylum Seekers

Our visitors have a wide range of skills,
from experienced professionals to those
with limited literacy. But they have a
shared frustration at the obstacles they

This year the garden project has
continued to provide skills, therapy
and friendships for visitors to our
Tuesday and Wednesday sessions.
Visitors have gone on to volunteer
with Barnardo’s, The Horniman
Museum and Peckham Festival, with

Working in the gardens
some taking their first steps into
employment. 

The gardens at Lettsom Gardens
Allotments and Peckham Park Road
Baptist Church have provided outdoor
relaxation for all ages - and some
pretty good harvests. We felt
particular pride and a real sense of
achievement at being awarded the
annual ‘Best Allotment’ prize at
Lettsom Gardens. Trips to the coast
and Kew Gardens for were also a great
success, visiting places and seeing
countryside that visitors could not
otherwise have afforded. Clients, staff and volunteers: 

welcome to the day centre

The allotment does well
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Every Tuesday Maurice leads the
story-telling group in a quiet area set
back from the bustle of the day
centre. The group embraces visitors
of all ages and with all levels of
English. The group members often
interpret for each other, sometimes
miming or drawing. A mental health
professional, clients tend to refer to
Maurice as a teacher. The group is a
powerful way of bringing people
together and finding mutual comfort
through folk stories which have
universal appeal.

The popularity of the weekly sessions
certainly shows that the tales offer a
shared significance that transcends
cultural, religious, national, ethnic or
linguistic differences. Which is after
all exactly what the Day Centre is all
about.

Sharing Stories

“I’d like a cheese sandwich please, and
some peas and a tomato, then an
apple and some grapes – oh, and a
cup of tea too.” Play meals are a
favourite activity in the crèche – and
a good way for the children to learn
more English. 

It’s great to see children settle in.
When they first started some would
scream at being left, but now they
happily spend a few hours with us.
Most of them have few toys at home
and it’s good to watch them choosing
things to play with, either on their
own or learning to share – though
that’s often difficult! It’s very good to

Working in the creche
work under Vanessa’s direction –
friendly, firm and fair - and we’ve
learnt a lot from her, including the
praise “Good sharing!” and clapping of
hands.

Occasionally the afternoon is
exhausting – repeatedly running after
a scampering child who doesn’t want
to stay in our corner, helping a child
with particular difficulties, or trying
simultaneously to wind up the
jumping lion, have a ‘phone’
conversation and eat those grapes –
but it feels worthwhile, and as a
bonus is often fun. We love the
atmosphere of the whole Centre. 

vocabulary, simple every day expressions
and phonics. Others have more fluency
and need practice in real-life situations -
using vocabulary, verb tense and idioms
correctly. Sessions are prepared to allow
all learners to get something from the

activities provided. Consistency of
attendance is rare due to chaotic lives
and as new people are dispersed around
the country . Those who come often are
grateful for the opportunity to learn
various aspects of a difficult language.
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SDCAS is blessed with a stable, caring
and committed group of over 40 local
volunteers, many of whom bring
specialist knowledge to their work and
some are refugees themselves. 

Here Lizzie talks about her role.

Tuesdays are my favourite day of
the week, I volunteer at SDCAS. My

first day I was introduced to clients and
volunteers and made welcome, within the
hour I was sitting eating lunch at a table
and chatting.

My role is varied though I spend most of
my time assisting clients to fill out forms
and liaising with other organisations in
relation to health, housing and benefits.

12

Thank you to our volunteers

Many of our clients have been attending
the Day Centre for years whilst others
arrive with children, suitcases and tear-
stained faces.

I have witnessed people arriving
despondent and within a few weeks of
interaction they appear happier in the
knowledge that they are valued and that
their issue is being processed. 

There are many success stories, though
on the other side of the coin many
people’s lives are suspended in ambiguity
with many of our clients facing
homelessness. Several that I have met
here have ended up in psychiatric
hospitals having attemped suicide.

On Tuesday, I feel like I’m part of
changing things. I hear about their lives
now and I watch people’s faces light up
as they show me photos of their loved
ones back home.

It touches my heart that some of the
most vulnerable, traumised people on
our planet would go without the practical
and emotional support and the respect
they deserve should SDCAS not exist. I
can’t quite believe that such a small
organisation as SDCAS has such an
impact on so many people’s lives.

Southwark Day Centre for Asylum Seekers

“
“

The pre-session team meeting line up for a photo
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Thank you to our partners and patrons

In order to provide a wider range of
services, SDCAS has a number of strong
partnerships in place to help us deliver a
varied activities programme which
include specialist outreach workers
from other agencies able to take on
case work. 

We effectively signpost and make
referrals within our immediate network
and beyond, and they also help in other
ways. For example, they enable our hot
meals, our volunteering schemes, the
women’s project, our children’s service,
provide training for our team, and
organise joint celebratory cultural events. 

Our thanks and appreciation to:

● Action Reconciliation Service for
Peace (ARSP)

● Citizens Advice Bermondsey
● Fareshare Community Food Network
● Goldsmith University

● Groundworks Employment 
and Skills Service

● Health Inclusion Team, 
Guy’s & St Thomas’

● Horniman Museum
● Kids & Play
● Lewisham Refugee 

& Migrant Network
● Refugee Action
● Robes Project
● Southwark Law Centre
● Southwark Refugee 

Communities Forum
● Surrey Docks Farm

We also thank our Patrons for their
support:

● Riz Ahmed – Actor
● Councillor Anood Al-Samerai –

London Borough of Southwark
● Rt Hon Harriet Harman – MP

Camberwell and Peckham
● Helen Hayes - MP Dulwich and 

West Norwood
● Sir Simon Hughes – Former MP

Bermondsey and old Southwark,
Community leader

● Dr Woyin Karowei Dorgu –
Bishop of Woolwich

● Rt Rev Patrick Lynch – Assistant
Bishop in South-East London

● Barbara Pattison – Chair, SE5 Forum
● Councillor Veronica Ward – 

London Borough of Southwark

Day Centre Leader Peter (second from left) and
others in discussion
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One of the really nice things that
happened this year was a surprise
visit from a young girl holding an
envelope stuffed with notes. There
was also a beautiful little card that
she had drawn and inside there was a
little message: “I hope this is useful”. 
A relative explained that the girl had
asked her friends and family to give

Our most touching donation
her birthday donations for SDCAS
rather than presents. She had also
collected out-of-date pound coins and
changed them at the Bank.

So not only was the money very
useful as it went into our hardship
fund, but was also an inspiration to
many of us.

14
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Thank you to our funders
SDCAS is entirely dependent on the
generosity and hard work of the people
and organisations who between them
fund everything we do. We would like to
take the opportunity to say a huge THANK
YOU to all of them. As set out in the
Treasurer’s report on page 16, the cost of
running SDCAS in 2017/18 was nearly
£184,000. This cost was met from

donations from generous individuals
(£13,000) our expanding Friends scheme
(£11,500), our fundraising activity
(£20,500) and from grants by public and
private bodies. A small group of people
contribute a lot of time and effort to
fundraising for SDCAS: running our
monthly bookstall at the Copleston
Centre (see the box on page 16),

organising regular concerts, and
introducing new members of our Friends
scheme. Our particular thanks are due to
all of them. We are enormously grateful
for the continuing commitment of
Southwark Council who contributed over
£45,000 towards our staff costs this year.

Our heartfelt thanks also go to the
following grant-making bodies and
others for their support: ARM Trust,
ARSP, Churches, CWL, Food Project,
Henry Smith Charity, The London
Community Foundation, People’s Health
Trust, Stewardship, United St Saviours
Trust, Wakefield and Tetley Trust, and
29th May 1961 Trust.

This year’s trip to the beach was actually sunny!
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Understanding our clients

In over 22 years of helping refugees and
asylum seekers, SDCAS has learned a lot
about the vulnerable population we
serve. We constantly seek client
feedback to assess the quality and value
of our services and we also commission
third-party assessments.

In 2017 we published a report of research
undertaken in conjunction with London
South Bank University which explored
how clients understand and evaluate
their well-being and in what ways SDCAS
helps to promote the well-being of the
clients. The research used interviews
with clients to find out what well- being
meant to them and how their physical
and mental health, material poverty,
accommodation and immigration status
influenced this. Clients were asked what
supported their well-being and they
described the importance of, for
example, GPs, vicars and befrienders.
Clients talked about the importance of

SDCAS in relation to advice, support and
classes but also importantly as a place
where they felt safe, valued and included.
One client said:

“ I can remember the first day I came in,
you know, they were like I don’t know
“don’t cry, take a seat, wipe your tears,
everything will be fine. Take a cup of tea”
and you know, socialising and everything
so me thinking right now I still see myself in
that mood, you understand what I mean.”

Further research explores the
contributions that the educational
activities provided by SDCAS make to
client well-being. So far we have
observed the gardening and storytelling
sessions and interviewed clients and
tutors. Though subject to a full analysis,
our impressions are that the activities
promote skills development, such as
improvement of English and
development of knowledge in gardening

or literature. In addition, sharing skills
with others alongside a therapeutic
activity helps clients to feel relaxed and
happy and able to put aside their
worries. As one client put it:

“ If we chat we chat, if we laugh we
laugh. It helps to relieve the stress that’s
the major thing because the more you
are doing it the more your brain is active.
You think is this going to grow, is it
growing and not this immigration thing!
It takes you away. When my head is very
bad I come to gardening.” 

● Beneath the surface: How asylum
seekers understand and evaluate their
well-being by Alessia Cogo, 
Sally Inman, Pip McCormack and
Maggie Rogers (2017)
www.SDCAS.org.uk/publicationshtml.
For further details contact our trustee
Sally Inman by email
sallyjinman@gmail.com.
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Treasurer’s report

Donations
Friends Donations
Churches
Food Project
Fundraising
Seedbed
Arm Trust
Children’s Services
Southwark Council
CWL
Big Lottery
Wakefield & Tetley
Stewardship
Henry Smith
Peoples Health Trust
ARSP
London Community
Foundation
Near Neighbours
29th May 1961 Trust

Investment income

Total income

Income

13,034
11,529
2,625
6,000
20,543
–
5,000
–
45,321
3,425
–
11,900
9,850
15,000
12,888
4,600
7,000
–
4,000
1,950

174,665

26

174,691

2018 (£)

21,668
5,636
750
6,000
16,421
5,000
5,000
7,337
45,321
1,400
11,085
8,000
6,930
–
12,888
5,129
9,969
4,000
4,000
–

176,534

1

176,535

2017 (£)

Wages and salaries
Employer’s NIC
Pension costs
Rent
Equipment
Insurance
Newspapers
Accountancy
Telephone
Other office costs
Travel Expenses
Lunches and Food
ARSP
Hardship Allowance
Sundry Expenses
Childcare
Activities
Parenting Course
Professional Fees
Counselling
Gardening Project

Costs

Costs

84,572
2,024
800
20,345
1,250
1,150
–
4,314
2,045
6,881
4,342
8,679
6,345
2,825
4,924
4,126
4,079
–
1,250
7,595
16,039

183,580

2018 (£)

91,484
2,093
–
13,524
652
2,324
62
4,260
2,846
3,532
2,017
11,178
8,577
3,805
2,111
4,556
1,937
2,534
2,294
13,249
11,528

184,563

2017 (£)

Detailed Statement of Financial Activities – 31 March 2018We are now in the fourth year of our
Bookstalls and happily, support and
enthusiasm for this monthly event
continue to grow. With the talented
help of around fifteen volunteers, we
make delicious cakes, heave crates of
books, festoon the Copleston Centre
and the surrounding streets with our
publicity and serve excellent coffee. We
offer a consistently interesting selection
of books for sale, as well as CDs and
DVDs.  Each month we raise between
£200 and £400, and on special occasions
as much as £500. About 50 people join
us on what has become a successful
community occasion. We are especially
grateful to the Copleston Centre for its
constant support and to all the helpers
and generous
donators. The funds
are used for clients in
desperate need and
for volunteers’
expenses.

Saturday Bookstalls
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It’s Tuesday evening and we unlock the
door to the day room at Barry House
(Home Office dispersal unit) and enter,
to be followed immediately by
children’s voices asking for paper and
paints. We explain how tonight is for
adults, and tomorrow will be for
children. The children who have been
at Barry House for a while and know us
well explain the routine to those that
have recently arrived, and help us carry
tablecloths, paints, pens and papers to
the dining room where the children
can spread out and make their mark.

In the day room we set up the tables
with a wide range of materials and
invite the adults in the dining room to
join us. We keep the door to the room
open and the following hour sees
adults and and some teenagers who
have been at Barry House for a day,
weeks, even months trickle in and out
to draw, paint, colour in, or just

observe and chat in the relative peace
of the day room. 

The children run in and out bringing
their works of art and swapping them
for more paper. Everyone wants their
work to go up on the wall and each week
we have the dilemma of what to take
down and how to squeeze new creations
onto the wall. By the end of the hour,

Art at Barry House

everyone involved has been enriched
by meeting someone new and
witnessing how in such little time, a
little piece of joy can be created.

The following evening the children
have their turn in the day room, with
their mothers beside them, a frenzy
of creativity and play with materials
ensues. We need a bigger wall! 
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How to find us

Southwark Day Centre 
for Asylum Seekers

Co-ordinator: Pauline Nandoo
Administrator: Judith Ahikire
Copleston Centre
Copleston Road
London
SE15 4AN

Tuesday
12.30-5.00 pm
Copleston Centre,
Copleston Road,
London
SE15 4AN

Wednesday
11.00 am-2.45 pm
Peckham Park Road 
Baptist Church,
121 Peckham Park Road,
London
SE15 6SX

Thursday
1.00-5.00 pm
St Mary Newington, 
Kennington Park Road,
London
SE11 4JQ

020 7732 0505
office@sdcas.org.uk
www.sdcas.org.uk

SDCAS
@Southwark Asylum

Charity Reg No 1143912
Company Reg No 07519992
OISC Exemption No
N200100580
Advice Quality Standard

How to get involved
Volunteers, supporters and funders – please join us.
Contact us on office@sdcas.org.uk, call us on 020 7732 0505, 
or check out our website at sdcas.org.uk if you’d like to know more.
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